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In From Grain to Pixel, Giovanna Fossati analyzes the
transition from analog to digital film and its profound effects
on filmmaking and film archiving. Reflecting on the theoretical
conceptualization of the medium itself, Fossati poses
significant questions about the status of physical film and the
practice of its archival preservation, restoration, and
presentation. From Grain to Pixel attempts to bridge the fields
of film archiving and academic research by addressing the
discourse on film's ontology and analyzing how different
interpretations of what film is affect the role and practices of
film archives. By proposing a novel theorization of film
archival practice, Fossati aims to stimulate a renewed
dialogue between film scholars and film archivists. Almost a
decade after its first publication, this revised edition covers
the latest developments in the field. Besides a new general
introduction, a new conclusion, and extensive updates to
each chapter, a novel theoretical framework and an additional
case study have been included.
When one of the players in a murder game is killed,
seventeen-year-old Anna and her twin brother realize that
their circle of friends may conceal a real murderer.
In reconstructing the birth and development of the notion of
‘unconscious’, historians of ideas have heavily relied on the
Freudian concept of Unbewussten, retroactively projecting the
psychoanalytic unconscious over a constellation of diverse
cultural experiences taking place in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries between France and Germany.
Archaeology of the Unconscious aims to challenge this
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perspective by adopting an unusual and thought-provoking
viewpoint as the one offered by the Italian case from the
1770s to the immediate aftermath of WWI, when Italo
Svevo’s La coscienza di Zeno provides Italy with the first
example of a ‘psychoanalytic novel’. Italy’s vibrant culture of
the long nineteenth century, characterised by the
sedimentation, circulation, intersection, and synergy of
different cultural, philosophical, and literary traditions, proves
itself to be a privileged object of inquiry for an archaeological
study of the unconscious; a study whose object is not the
alleged ‘origin’ of a pre-made theoretical construct, but
rather the stratifications by which that specific construct was
assembled. In line with Michel Foucault’s Archéologie du
savoir (1969), this volume will analyze the formation and the
circulation, across different authors and texts, of a network of
ideas and discourses on interconnected themes, including
dreams, memory, recollection, desire, imagination, fantasy,
madness, creativity, inspiration, magnetism, and
somnambulism. Alongside questioning pre-given narratives of
the ‘history of the unconscious’, this book will employ the
Italian ‘difference’ as a powerful perspective from whence to
address the undeveloped potentialities of the pre-Freudian
unconscious, beyond uniquely psychoanalytical viewpoints.
From the New York Times bestselling author of In Five Years
comes an intensely romantic modern recounting of the
greatest love story ever told—narrated by the girl Romeo was
supposed to love. Rosaline knows that she and Rob are
destined to be together. Rose has been waiting for years for
Rob to kiss her—and when he finally does, it’s perfect. But
then Juliet moves back to town. Juliet, who used to be
Rose’s best friend. Juliet, who now inexplicably hates her.
Juliet, who is gorgeous, vindictive, and a little bit crazy...and
who has set her sights on Rob. He doesn’t stand a chance.
Rose is devastated over losing Rob to Juliet. And when
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rumors start swirling about Juliet’s instability, her neediness,
and her threats of suicide, Rose starts to fear not only for
Rob’s heart, but also for his life. Because Shakespeare may
have gotten the story wrong, but we all still know how it ends.
Will Tom ever have a story of his own? Tom Trueheart's six
older brothers are famous. They go on exciting quests in the
Land of Stories to complete tales the Story Bureau assigns
them. Tom stays at home with his mother. But when his
brothers fail to return from their latest adventures in time for
Tom's twelfth birthday, a letter from the Story Bureau arrives .
. . addressed to Tom. Only he can venture into the Land of
Stories to find out why his brothers haven't completed their
missions. Tom packs his bags and kisses his mother goodbye. He's about to discover a tale of his own. . . . How will it
end?
Mai fare arrabbiare i bambini! Marinette lo ha imparato a sue
spese, e ora che Manon si è trasformata in una
pericolosissima supernemica con grandi poteri magici, la
nostra eroina non sa proprio che cosa fare! Menomale che
Chat Noir è sempre pronto ad aiutare un’amica in difficoltà...
Titoli della serie di Miraculous: Tempestosa, L’attacco di
Illustrator, La burattinaia, Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le
origini. Cuore di pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
'It has taken me a long time, my dearest Aza, to fathom the
cause of that contempt in which women are held in this
country ...' Zilia, an Inca Virgin of the Sun, is captured by the
Spanish conquistadores and brutally separated from her
lover, Aza. She is rescued and taken to France by Déterville,
a nobleman, who is soon captivated by her. One of the most
popular novels of the eighteenth century, the Letters of a
Peruvian Woman recounts Zilia's feelings on her separation
from both her lover and her culture, and her experience of a
new and alien society. Françoise de Graffigny's bold and
innovative novel clearly appealed to the contemporary taste
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for the exotic and the timeless appetite for love stories. But by
fusing sentimental fiction and social commentary, she also
created a new kind of heroine, defined by her intellect as
much as her feelings. The novel's controversial ending calls
into question traditional assumptions about the role of women
both in fiction and society, and about what constitutes
'civilization'. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford
World's Classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume
reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the
most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features,
including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful
notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further
study, and much more.
Il maggiordomo di Chloé, dopo l’ennesimo maltrattamento, è
stato trasformato in cattivo da Papillon. Diventato Orsaccio, è
capace di controllare tutti quelli che tocca, ed è deciso a
sfruttare i suoi nuovi poteri per vendicarsi della signorina
Bourgeois. Cosa succederà se riuscirà a toccare Ladybug o
Chat Noir? Titoli della serie di Miracolous: Tempestosa,
L’attacco di Illustrator, La burattinaia, Simone Dice. Volpina,
Le origini, Le origini. Cuore di pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
Man is dominated by his archetypes; they mould not only his
history but his dreams. But how are we to define and evaluate
them? Is it perhaps possible for us to relate more creatively to
them? Originally published in 1981, these are some of the
questions raised by this title. To answer them the author
gathered together a vast amount of material drawn from
Eastern and Western traditions, from science, literature, art
and poetry. The answers he puts forward are often highly
original and will surely challenge many of our most cherished
patterns of thought. There emerges from this book what can
only be described as a global metaphysical system, yet the
author’s language is not that of an ordinary metaphysical
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treatise, and what he writes offered new challenge and hope
to those suffering from the despair and cynicism engendered
by a great deal in modern society at the time. Zolla does not,
however, advocate a return to earlier historical patterns, nor is
he proposing a new Utopia, but rather offers us a brilliant
series of lessons in the art of centring. In the words of
Bernard Wall, writing in the Times Literary Supplement,
Zolla’s ‘deep, polymathic probing of the terms of human
existence makes it sensible to compare him with Simone
Weil, while some of his conclusions about ultimate mysteries
– expressed in signs, symbols and sacraments, the sense of
which we have lost – will make us think of the later T. S.
Eliot’.
This inclusive and diverse anthology gathers seventy-five
empowering heroines -- perfect for pop culture fans of all
ages. Whether it's anime, movies, video games, comics,
books, or television series, pop culture is full of female
characters that inspire and encourage us to be brave, kind,
thoughtful, and powerful. With comic-book inspired
illustrations, character profiles and origins, and fun facts
throughout, Fierce Heroines is the ultimate feminist tribute to
pop culture's most amazing female characters. Now fans can
learn about 75 diverse classic and contemporary heroines
that are empowering girls and women all over the world like:
Anime & Manga: San (Princess Mononoke), Usagi Tsukino
(Sailor Moon), Tohru Honda (Fruits Basket), Bulma (Dragon
Ball), Kagome Higurashi (InuYasha), and Ochako Uraraka
(My Hero Academia) Cartoons: She-Ra (She-Ra and the
Princess of Power), Susie Carmichael (Rugrats), Carmen
Sandiego (Carmen Sandiego), Toph Beifong (Avatar: the Last
Airbender), and Garnet (Steven Universe) Comics: Doreen
Green (Squirrel Girl), Ripley (Lumberjanes), Goldie Vance
(Goldie Vance), Marjane Satrapi (Persepolis), Leah Dwyer
(Jem and the Holograms), and Barbara Gordon (Birds of
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Prey) Movies: Hermoine (Harry Potter), Moana (Moana),
Jesminder Bhamra (Bend It Like Beckham), Valkyrie (Thor:
Ragnarok), Leia Organa (Star Wars), and Meg Murry (A
Wrinkle in Time) Television: The 13th Doctor (Doctor Who),
Andi Mack (Andi Mack), Eleven (Stranger Things), Mel,
Maggie & Macy (Charmed), Becky Jackson (Glee), McKeyla,
Adrienne, Bryden & Camryn (Project Mc2) Video Games:
Lara Croft (Tomb Raider), Tifa Lockhart (Final Fantasy VII),
Tracer (Overwatch), Zelda (The Legend of Zelda), Samus
Aran (Metroid), and Mina (Battle Chef Brigade) A perfect gift
for girls, women, and fans of all kinds, Fierce Heroines is a
powerful, inspirational reminder that anyone can be a
heroine!
Nestled in the mountains of Jordan, Petra is the most
spectacular ancient city remaining in the modern world. This
fascinating volume takes readers on a memorable journey
through this wonderland of hundreds of temples, tombs, and
elaborate buildings carved out of solid stone. Tracing the
origins of Petra to prehistoric times, the text describes its
evolution, demise, and eventual rediscovery in 1812.
Throughout the book, archival photographs showcase the
remarkable architecture and readers are given the opportunity
to explore al-Khazueh, "The Treasury," one of the most
impressive of Petra’s monuments. Other remarkable sights
include the 8,000-seat amphitheater, Petra Church with its
beautifully preserved mosaics, and al-Deir or "The
Monastery" perched high on a cliff, all vividly depicted in the
photography of this handsome volume. With text contributed
in part by the distinguished American Center of Oriental
Research in Amman, this authoritative resource is essential
reading for archaeologically-minded travelers and anyone
interested in ancient history.
This book reviews current controversies and dilemmas in the
educational and social development of children and
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adolescents in Britain, India, Bangladesh and Nepal.
"Traces the first two decades of the Technicolor Corporation
and the development of its two-color motion picture process,
using such resources as corporate documents, studio
production files, contemporary accounts, and unpublished
interviews. Includes annotated filmography of all two-color
Technicolor titles produced between 1915 and 1935"-La bella Aurore ha perso il concorso per diventare
annunciatrice tv e ora Papillon vuole approfittare della
situazione e trasformarla in una terribile nemica: Tempestosa!
Ladybug e Chat Noir intervengono per sconfiggerla, ma non
sarà facile lottare contro gli imprevedibili eventi atmosferici!
Titoli della serie di Miraculous: Tempestosa, L’attacco di
Illustrator, La burattinaia, Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le
origini. Cuore di pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
Art and its Shadow is an extraordinary analysis of the state
and meaning of contemporary art and film. Ranging across
the work of Andy Warhol, cyberpunk, Wim Wenders, Derek
Jarman, thinking on difference and the possibility of a
philosophical cinema, Mario Perniola examines the latest and
most disturbing tendencies in art.Perniola explores how art notably in posthumanism, psychotic realism and extreme art continues to survive despite the hype of the art market and
the world of mass communication and reproduction. He
argues that the meaning of art in the modern world no longer
lies in aesthetic value (above the art work), nor in popular
taste (below the art work), but beside the artwork, in the
shadow created by both the art establishment and the world
of mass communications. In this shadow is what is left out of
account by both market and mass media: the difficulty of art,
a knowledge that can never be fully revealed, and a new
aesthetic future.
Marinette e Adrien sono due adolescenti all’apparenza
normali, al di sopra di ogni sospetto. Ma quando il bisogno
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chiama, si trasformano nei supereroi: Ladybug e Chat Noir,
che combattono contro il male e salvano Parigi dagli attacchi
del malvagio Papillon e dei suoi terribili akuma. Ma come è
cominciata la loro avventura? I miraculous dei due eroi hanno
una storia unica e misteriosa. Leggila tutta d’un fiato e tieniti
pronta a enormi sorprese! L’e-Book contiene due storie: Le
origini e Le origini - Cuore di Pietra Altri titoli della serie di
Miracolous: Tempestosa, L’attacco di Illustrator, La
burattinaia, Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le origini. Cuore
di pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.

Cat Noir and Ladybug team up to face off against the
Trash Krakken in New York City.
Every story has a beginning. Discover how Marinette and
Adrien, two high school students practically like everyone
else, became Ladybug and Cat Noir, and why Hawk
Moth is their sworn enemy. This is the PERFECT
jumping on point for new readers! Based on the
Animated Series by Zag Entertainment Adapted by
Cheryl Black and Nicole D'Andria
Quanto può essere pericoloso un nemico che ha il
potere di far apparire tutto quello che vuole grazie a una
matita magica? Per Ladybug e Chat Noir comincia una
nuova sfida, tra giochi d’astuzia, nuove amicizie,
inseguimenti e colpi di scena! Chi riuscirà ad avere la
meglio e riportare la calma a Parigi? Titoli della serie di
Miraculous: Tempestosa, L’attacco di Illustrator, La
burattinaia, Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le origini.
Cuore di pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
The Medici family chapel is a jewel-like room and,
despite changes that have been made to it over the
years, it houses the best preserved of Renaissance
fresco cycles
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Virtually unknown today, Alfred Russel Wallace was the
co-discoverer of natural selection with Charles Darwin
and an eminent scientist who stood out among his
Victorian peers as a man of formidable mind and equally
outsized personality. Now Michael Shermer rescues
Wallace from the shadow of Darwin in this landmark
biography. Here we see Wallace as perhaps the greatest
naturalist of his age--spending years in remote jungles,
collecting astounding quantities of specimens, writing
thoughtfully and with bemused detachment at his
reception in places where no white man had ever gone.
Here, too, is his supple and forceful intelligence at work,
grappling with such arcane problems as the bright
coloration of caterpillars, or shaping his 1858 paper on
natural selection that prompted Darwin to publish (with
Wallace) the first paper outlining the theory of evolution.
Shermer also shows that Wallace's self-trained intellect,
while powerful, also embraced surprisingly naive ideas,
such as his deep interest in the study of spiritual
manifestations and seances. Shermer shows that the
same iconoclastic outlook that led him to overturn
scientific orthodoxy as he worked in relative isolation
also led him to embrace irrational beliefs, and thus
tarnish his reputation. As author of Why People Believe
Weird Things and founding publisher of Skeptic
magazine, Shermer is an authority on why people
embrace the irrational. Now he turns his keen judgment
and incisive analysis to Wallace's life and his
contradictory beliefs, restoring a leading figure in the rise
of modern science to his rightful place.
In search of food, Leander, King of the Bears, leads his
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subjects from their safe caves in the mountains of Sicily
to the valley where they triumph over many enemies.
One of the world's great folk story-cycles adapted for the
stage by leading theatre maker Tim Supple, from the
stories written by the seminal Lebanese novelist Hanan
al-Shaykh. This unique edition will unlock the ancient
tales for a new generation of readers and performers.
Written by Arabic writers from tales gathered in India,
Persia and across the great Arab Empire, the One
Thousand and One Nights are the never-ending stories
told by Shahrazad night after night, under sentence of
death, to the king Shahrayar who has vowed to marry a
virgin every night and kill her in the morning. Shahrazad
prolongs her life by keeping the King engrossed in a web
of stories that never ends - a fascinating kaleidoscope of
life, love and destiny. The tales that unfold are erotic,
violent, supernatural and endlessly surprising. The web
of tales woven by Shahrazad were exoticised and
bowdlerised in the West under the title of the Arabian
Nights. This adaptation unearths the true character of
One Thousand and One Nights as it is in the oldest
Arabic manuscripts. In turns erotic, brutal, witty, poetic
and complex, the tales tell of love and marriage, power
and punishment, rich and poor, and the endless trials
and uncertainties of fate. The great cities and thriving
trade routes of the Islamic world provide the setting for
these stories that employ supernatural mystery and
intense realism to portray the deep and endless drama of
human experience.
From Guillermo del Toro comes the book that inspired
the Netflix Animated Series TROLLHUNTERS! "You are
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food. Those muscles you flex to walk, lift, and talk?
They're patties of meat topped with chewy tendon. That
skin you've paid so much attention to in mirrors? It's
delicious to the right tongues, a casserole of succulent
tissue. And those bones that give you the strength to
make your way in the world? They rattle between teeth
as the marrow is sucked down slobbering throats. These
facts are unpleasant but useful. There are things out
there, you see, that don't cower in holes to be captured
by us and cooked over our fires. These things have their
own ways of trapping their kills, their own fires, their own
appetites." Jim Sturges is your typical teen in suburban
San Bernardino— one with an embarrassingly
overprotective dad, a best friend named "Tubby" who
shares his hatred of all things torturous (like gym class),
and a crush on a girl who doesn't know he exists. But
everything changes for Jim when a 45-year old mystery
resurfaces, threatening the lives of everyone in his
seemingly sleepy town. Soon Jim has to team up with a
band of unlikely (and some un- human) heroes to battle
the monsters he never knew existed. From the minds of
horror geniuses Guillermo del Toro and Daniel Kraus
comes a new illustrated novel about the fears that move
in unseen places.

Marinette e Adrien hanno un dono speciale, si
possono trasformare in Ladybug e Chat Noir e
combattere contro il male. Ma come è cominciato
tutto? I miraculous hanno una storia davvero antica
e misteriosa. Unisciti ai tuoi supereroi per svelare
tutti i segreti che ancora avvolgono questi incredibili
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oggetti magici! Titoli della serie di Miraculous:
Tempestosa, L’attacco di Illustrator, La burattinaia,
Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le origini. Cuore di
pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
The Spy Museum, the Vacuum Cleaner Museum,
the National Mustard Museum—not to mention the Art
Institute, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Getty
Center: museums have never been more robust,
curating just about everything there is and assuming
a new prominence in public life. The Return of
Curiosity explores museums in the modern age,
offering a fresh perspective on some of our most
important cultural institutions and the vital function
they serve as stewards of human and natural history.
Reflecting on art galleries, science and history
institutions, and collections all around the world,
Nicholas Thomas argues that, in times marked by
incredible insecurity and turbulence, museums help
us sustain and enrich society. Moreover, they
stimulate us to think in new ways about our world,
compelling our curiosity and showing us the
importance of understanding one another. Thomas
looks at museums not simply as storehouses of old
things but as the products of meaningful
relationships between curators, the public, history,
and culture. These relationships, he shows, don’t
always go smoothly, but they do always offer new
insights into the many ways we value—and try to
preserve—the world we live in. The result is a
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refreshing and hopeful look at museums as a cultural
force, one that, by gathering together paintings,
tropical birds, antiques, or even our own bodies,
offers an illuminating reflection of who we are.
A tale set 10 years after the events in Garden Spells
finds Claire's happy contentment shattered by her
father's revelations, which challenge everything she
ever believed about herself.
Marinette is the sweetest girl in Paris. With a big
crush on a boy at school, a big dream of becoming a
fashion designer, and a big problem with being
totally awkward, she's just your average teenage girl,
right? Did we mention she's also the crime fighting
superhero, Ladybug? Becoming Ladybug is a
complicated process! First, Marinette needs a
"Kwami," which is a tiny magical assistant (hers is
named Tikki). She also needs a "Miraculous," which
is a magical accessory (hers is a pair of earrings).
Tikki uses the Miraculous to transform Marinette. But
her Ladybug super powers only work for a limited
time! When Hawk Moth uses his mind-controlling,
moth-like creatures called akuma to turn people into
baddies, it's up to Ladybug to capture them and save
the day! Well, she gets a little help from her
superhero friend, Cat Noirâe¦ but she insists she
doesn't need him. If only she knew Cat Noir's true
identity âe" her crush, Adrien! Will Ladybug and Cat
Noir be able to balance their double lives and keep
Paris safe? Will they ever find out each other's true
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identity, or who's behind Hawk Moth's mask? Until
then âe" there's a whole city of baddies to defeatâe¦
SPOTS ON, CLAWS OUT!
Tempestosa. Miraculous. Le storie di Ladybug e
Chat Noir. Ediz. a coloriTempestosa (Miraculous: le
storie di Ladybug e Chat Noir)De Agostini
Le sorprese per Adrien e Marinette non finiscono
mai! E proprio quando a scuola arriva Lila, una
nuova compagna, cominciano ad accadere cose
molto strane. Ladybug e Chat Noir fiutano il pericolo
e indagano per vederci chiaro! Grazie ai superpoteri
dei miraculous e a un misterioso libro antico tutto
tornerà alla normalità. Titoli della serie di Miraculous:
Tempestosa, L’attacco di Illustrator, La burattinaia,
Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le origini. Cuore di
pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
Andrea Alciati's Emblematum Liber was an essential
work for every writer, artist and scholar in postmedieval Europe. First published in 1531, this
illustrated book was a collection of emblems, each
consisting of a motto or proverb, a typically
enigmatic illustration, and a short explanation. Most
of the emblems had symbolic and moral
applications. Scholars depended on Alciati's book to
interpret contemporary art and literature, while
writers and artists turned to it to invest their work
with an understood didactic sense. This new edition
of the Emblematum Liber includes the original Latin
texts, highly readable English translations, and the
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illustrations belonging to each of the 212 emblems.
The editor's introduction explains both the
importance and the cultural contexts of Alciati's
book, as well as its innumerable artistic applications.
For instance, close study of the emblems reveals--to
cite only two examples--why statues of lions are
traditionally placed before government buildings, and
what underlying political message was conveyed by
innumerable equestrian portraits during the Baroque
era. The collection includes as an appendix the
formerly suppressed emblem, "Adversus Naturam
Peccantes," accompanied by a translation of the
learned commentary applied to it by Johann Thuilius
in 1612. An extensive bibliography points the student
to scholarly research specifically dealing with artistic
applications of Alciati's emblems. Altogether, this
new edition of Alciati's seminal work is an essential
tool for modern students of the liberal arts.
Imagine a world where everyone loved each other,
everyone was happy, and nothing ever went wrong.
In her book, Two Little Fairies, author Cheryl Black
introduces us to such a world thanks to two special
fairies, Emma and Addison. Without warning, the
wise ones from the fairy world decide to call the two
little fairies away, leaving all to fend for themselves,
and make sense of the loss while cherishing the gifts
the little ones left with them. Beautifully illustrated by
Geena Heinrich, Two Little Fairies was inspired by
the authors angel granddaughters and the fairies
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namesakes. The youngest readers will learn about
differences and acceptances. It is a special story
with life long lessons.
"A bright-red bug flits from flower to flower. The
ladybug is known for its red body and bold dots. But
there is more to this little bug than its patterned
wings. Follow along as ladybugs hatch and grow.
Learn how their colors keep them safe, what they
eat, and why they are a farmer's friend. Engaging
photos paired with simple text make this a perfect fit
for any bug-loving early reader"-Having survived his first mission as Mask Wearer,
Amos Daragon finds himself on his way to the City of
the Dead, trying to find the key that will unlock the
doors to paradise and hell.
Le sorelline di Alya sono diventate cattive! Papillon
le ha trasformate in mostriciattoli incontrollabili
chiamati Sapoti che seminano il caos per le strade di
Parigi. Ladybug e Chat Noir avranno bisogno
dell’aiuto di una nuova supereroina: Volpe Rossa!
Titoli della serie di Miracolous: Tempestosa,
L’attacco di Illustrator, La burattinaia, Simone Dice.
Volpina, Le origini, Le origini. Cuore di pietra, I
sapoti, Orsaccio.
Che disastro! Ladybug e Chat Noir hanno sconfitto
Cuore di Pietra, ma non sono riusciti a catturare il
suo akuma. E quando Iván si dichiara alla ragazza di
cui è innamorato e lei scappa via, si trasforma di
nuovo in cattivo! Ladybug deve agire in fretta:
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sconfiggere definitivamente il suo nemico oppure
salvare i suoi amici? Titoli della serie di Miraculous:
Tempestosa, L’attacco di Illustrator, La burattinaia,
Simone Dice. Volpina, Le origini, Le origini. Cuore di
pietra, I sapoti, Orsaccio.
Relive your favorite moments from the Miraculous
movie with this retelling that includes eight pages of
full-color images from the animated feature film! Set
in modern-day Paris, the film introduces the origins
of teenagers Marinette and Adrien aka Ladybug and
Cat Noir, as they embark on an epic fantasy
adventure to fulfill their superhero destinies. This
animated feature focusing on self-confidence,
courage, and the overwhelming power of friendship
and love, is full of stunning scenery and strikes a
vibrant balance of action, humor, and romance. ?©
2021 - The Awakening Production - SND
Copyright: b2a5989dcb35863046cbb86fd84c14fe
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